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GCC consulting market growth slows as all eyes turn
to Saudi Arabia
Kingdom turns to consultants to help it deliver urgent reforms…
Despite slumping oil prices, the GCC consulting market performed well in 2015, growing 9.4 per cent to
$2.7billion. Saudi Arabia, which accounts for almost half of the GCC consulting market, drove much of this
growth, expanding 14.8 per cent to $1.25billion.
Although the GCC’s growth rate is still impressive in comparison to other global consulting markets, it is a
markedly lower than the region has been used to (25 per cent in 2013 and 15 per cent in 2014), so the
mood amongst its management consultants has changed as a result.
These findings are published today (21st April 2016) in a new report from leading global consulting market
analysts, Source Global Research (Source). The report says that low oil prices impacted the GCC’s entire
consulting market, but the effect was felt especially keenly in Saudi Arabia, where it has hastened an
already urgent programme of economic reform and diversification. Consultants told the report that without
public sector spending in Saudi Arabia, this surprisingly buoyant market might be anything but.

Edward Haigh, Director of Source Global Research, and author of the report, said:
“The scale of the challenge facing Saudi Arabia in diversifying its economy, is also a huge opportunity for
consulting firms. However, the big question for consultants, is how long the Saudi government will keep
spending against a backdrop of dramatically reduced oil revenues.”

Gerard Gallagher, Managing Partner at EY, added:
“Saudi Arabia has clearly been challenged by declining oil revenues, but in response, the Kingdom is
transforming itself on a scale and at a pace rarely seen on a national level. The soon-to-be-rolled-out
National Transformation Program should drive economic diversification and enable social and
developmental change across the country. We expect the consulting industry to be actively engaged in this
process.”

In contrast, the UAE, the second largest GCC consulting market, grew by 4.3 per cent to $788million.
Although consultants are not benefiting as much in the UAE (as it already has a diversified economy and
therefore less urgency to change), the report says that Saudi Arabia could do a lot worse than follow the
example set by the UAE (or at least by Dubai) when it comes to diversification.
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Other growth rates recorded across the GCC in 2015 included Qatar - up 6.6 per cent to $329million, Kuwait
- up 3.7 per cent to $183million, and Oman - up 6.9 per cent to $100million.

Public sector consulting continues at double digit growth across the GCC
Saudi Arabia’s government isn’t alone in turning to consultants, as the problems faced by governments
across the GCC has once again led to double-digit growth - up 11.7 per cent to $856million. However,
growth has slowed (from 19.3 per cent in 2014) as governments scrap what is seen as non-essential work,
but investment in building a physical and social infrastructure fit for the future continues.

Digital is also playing an important role as governments explore how they can deliver services digitally as
part of their reform agenda. The report says that the region’s high penetration of internet-capable devices
encourages this and has led to initiatives around e-government, e-health and e-learning.

Efficiency drives growth in technology and operational improvement
Consultants right across the region talk about a shift away from growth and towards efficiency. The fastest
growing consulting service lines in the market in 2015 were technology, which grew 12.2 per cent to
$895million and operational improvement, up 12 per cent to $534million. Operational improvement in
particular is growing as clients, particularly in the all-important public and financial services sectors are
looking to take cost out of their operations.
Healthcare, pharma & biotech industry – fastest growing GCC sector
Although it only makes up a small proportion, the healthcare, pharma and biotech industry was the fastestgrowing part of the GCC consulting market in 2015, expanding 14.7 per cent to $174million. The report says
providing better healthcare is a central tenet of the social infrastructure agenda across the region, and
there’s significant investment in better hospitals, clinics, and the standard of care on offer.

Global firms perform well
In a market in which projects are being cancelled, payments delayed and prices reduced, the big global
firms are the ones doing best. Source says despite already having the biggest share of the GCC consulting
market it was the Big Four firms who grew faster than anyone else in 2015, expanding 13.7 per cent to
$913million. Their big balance sheets create internal stability where there is external disarray and mean they
can weather storms much more easily than their small counterparts.
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Edward Haigh from Source concluded:
“If you want to understand why the GCC consulting market remains one of the fastest-growing in the entire
world despite the impact of the low oil price then it’s not oil you need to focus on, it’s diversification. It’s not
the fact that Saudi Arabia has spent close to 15 per cent of its entire foreign reserves in the last year alone
to make up for a shortfall in oil revenues, it’s the fact that, for consultants, it currently represents the mother
of all transformation projects.”

For more information on Source reports contact alice.noyelle@sourceglobalresearch.com or telephone +44
(0)20 3700 5462/ visit www.sourceglobalresearch.com
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About Source Global Research
Source Global Research (Source) is a leading provider of information about the market for management consulting.
Set up in 2007 and with offices in London and Dubai, Source serves both consulting firms and their clients with expert
analysis, research and reporting. We draw not only on our extensive in-house experience, but also on the breadth of
our relationships with both suppliers and buyers. All of our work is underpinned by our core values of intelligence,
integrity, efficiency and transparency.
Source was founded by Fiona Czerniawska and Joy Burnford. Fiona is one of the world's leading experts on the
consulting industry. She has written numerous books on the industry including: The Intelligent Client and The
Economist books, Business Consulting: A Guide to How it Works and How to Make it Work and Buying Professional
Services. Joy Burnford was Marketing and Operations Director at the UK Management Consultancies Association
between 2003 and 2010, and prior to that worked for PA Consulting Group and has extensive experience of marketing
consulting services. For further information, please visit: www.sourceglobalresearch.com

